Abstract: Probabilistic design of wind turbines requires definition of the structural elements to be included in the probabilistic basis: e.g., blades, tower, foundation; identification of important failure modes; careful stochastic modeling of the uncertain parameters; recommendations for target reliability levels and recommendation for consideration of system aspects. The uncertainties are characterized as aleatoric (physical uncertainty) or epistemic (statistical, measurement and model uncertainties). Methods for uncertainty modeling consistent with methods for estimating the reliability are described. It is described how uncertainties in wind turbine design related to computational models, statistical data from test specimens, results from a few full-scale tests and from prototype wind turbines can be accounted for using the Maximum Likelihood Method and a Bayesian approach. Assessment of the optimal reliability level by cost-benefit optimization is illustrated by an offshore wind turbine example. Uncertainty modeling is illustrated by an example where physical, statistical and model uncertainties are estimated.
Further, the bath-tub model is often used to describe the typical time dependent behavior of the hazard rate. The reliability is often modeled by a Weibull distribution, see e.g. [1, 2] . Using e.g. FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis) or FTA (Failure Tree Analysis), system models can be established and the systems reliability can be estimated, see [2] . Reliability modeling for electrical and mechanical components is not considered further in this paper.
• Structural members such as tower, main frame, blades and foundation where a limit state equation can be formulated defining failure or unacceptable behavior. Failure of the foundation could be overturning. Failure of a blade could be large deflections with nonlinear effects and delaminations. The parameters in the limit state equation are modeled by stochastic variables and the reliability is estimated using Structural Reliability Methods, e.g., FORM/SORM methods, see [3] [4] [5] . Reliability analysis of structural components and systems are considered in the following.
Further, an important part of a wind turbine is the control system which regulates the energy output and limits the loads on the wind turbine components. Failure of the control system can be very critical for both the electrical/mechanical and the structural components since the loads on these can increase dramatically e.g., loss of torque due to failure in control system may cause problems in blades or tower-nacelle motion which again may imply large edgewise vibrations in the blades. Therefore the reliability of the control system should be included in a reliability assessment of the whole wind turbine system. Reliability modeling of the control system is not considered further in this paper. In [6] reliability modeling of wind turbines related to unavailability due to large wind induced accelerations using a fragility curve approach is considered.
Modeling of Uncertainties
Parameters subject to uncertainty are assumed to be modeled by stochastic variables and/or stochastic processes/stochastic fields. Uncertainties modeled by stochastic variables ( ) n X X ,..., 1 = X are divided in the following groups:
1. Physical uncertainty also denoted inherent uncertainty is related to the natural randomness of a quantity, for example the annual maximum mean wind speed or the uncertainty in the yield stress due to production variability. 2. Measurement uncertainty is related to imperfect measurements of for example a geometrical quantity. 3. Statistical uncertainty is due to limited sample sizes of observed quantities. Data of observations are in many cases scarce and limited. Therefore, the parameters of the considered random variables cannot be determined exactly. They are uncertain themselves and may therefore also be modeled as random variables. Are additional observations provided then the statistical uncertainty may be reduced. 4 . Model uncertainty is the uncertainty related to imperfect knowledge or idealizations of the mathematical models used or uncertainty related to the choice of probability distribution types for the stochastic variables.
The above types of uncertainty are usually treated by the reliability methods which will be described below. Another 'type' of uncertainty which is not covered by these methods is gross errors or human errors. These types of errors can be defined as deviation of an event or process from acceptable engineering practice and is generally handled by quality control measures.
Realizations of uncertain parameters
, such as wind and wave climate, strengths, degradation parameters, model uncertainties will take place during the lifetime. The uncertainties can be divided in aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. Aleatory uncertainty is inherent variation associated with the physical system or the environment (physical uncertainty)-it can be characterized as irreducible uncertainty or random uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainty is uncertainty due to lack of knowledge of the system or the environment-it can be characterized as subjective uncertainty, which can be reduced by better models, more data, etc. It is noted that some aleatory uncertainties 'change' to epistemic uncertainties when the system is realized. Model, measurement and statistical uncertainties can be characterized as epistemic uncertainties.
Whereas epistemic uncertainty can be reduced by improved models and/or additional observations, the aleatory uncertainty remains unchanged. It only changes if the quantity of interest is modified itself. In many problems, natural fluctuation (physical uncertainty) and insufficient information (model uncertainty) are the most important sources of uncertainty.
The reference period for the use of the stochastic model is also very important when modeling stochastic variables and processes. It is often assumed that ergodic stochastic processes may be used. However, the influence of long-term effects (e.g., climate change) may also need to be considered. Some uncertainties may for short reference periods appear reasonable but when predictive models are extrapolated for long reference periods then uncertainties can easily propagate and increase to unrealistic levels.
Each of the stochastic variables n i X i ,..., 2 , 1 , = is assumed to be modeled by a distribution function
where α i denotes the statistical parameters. Dependency between the stochastic variables can be modeled by joint distribution functions or correlation coefficients. A number of methods can be used to estimate the statistical parameters α i in distribution functions, e.g., the Maximum Likelihood method, the Moment method, the Least Square method or Bayesian statistics.
The Maximum Likelihood method gives a consistent estimate of the statistical uncertainties. In Bayesian statistics it is possible to take consistently into account subjective (prior) information through a prior distribution.
In the Maximum Likelihood method the density and distribution functions for a stochastic variable X are denoted: ) ,..., .., 1 . The statistical parameters are determined using the Maximum-Likelihood method by maximizing the LogLikelihood function using a standard nonlinear optimizer, e.g., the NLPQL algorithm, see [7] .
In general the parameters m α α ,..., 1 are determined using a limited number data and are therefore subject to statistical uncertainty. Since the parameters are estimated by the Maximum Likelihood technique they become asymptotically (number of data should be larger than 25-30) Normally distributed stochastic variables with expected values equal to the Maximum Likelihood estimators and covariance matrix equal to, see e.g. [8] : 
where H is the Hessian matrix with second order derivatives of the log-Likelihood function. The statistical uncertainty can easily be included in a reliability analysis using FORM (First Order Reliability Method), see below.
Model uncertainty, see [5, 9] , can be assessed if a mathematical model h is introduced to describe/approximate a physical phenomenon (e.g., the load bearing capacity of a wind turbine component). The mathematical model is assumed to be a function of a number of physical uncertainties (e.g., strength parameters) modeled by stochastic variables X with realizations denoted x. Further, the model is assumed to be a function of a number of regression parameters denoted m R R ,..., 1 .
The regression parameters are determined by statistical methods, and are therefore subject to statistical uncertainty. The model is not perfect; therefore model uncertainty has in general also to be introduced. This is often done by a multiplicative stochastic variable R 0 . The model can thus be written:
It is assumed that N data sets are available from measurements or tests: 1
It is assumed that the model uncertainty The model described by (2) has many applications within turbine design. One example is design of structural details where an incomplete/approximate computational model h(X) is available. This model will typically be a function of a number of uncertain parameters X, e.g., strength and stiffness parameters and parameters describing the load. Further, the model will be subject to model uncertainty R 0 . The statistical parameters describing the physical uncertainties X and the model uncertainty R 0 are in many cases determined by experiments and measurements, and therefore subject to statistical uncertainty. In Section 10 an example is presented where the different types of uncertainties are modeled. Another example is estimation of the long term energy production of a wind turbine/wind farm using e.g. WASP [10] . Examples of uncertainties to be taken into account are long-term site air density, turbulence intensity and long term wind speed (combined physical and model/prediction uncertainties); topography over the site and surrounding area (model uncertainty); power curve (model uncertainty); losses due to wakes (model uncertainty). Further statistical uncertainties will be associated with estimation of the statistical parameters using availble data. Similar uncertainties should be modelled when estimating the extreme loads, see example in Section 9.
It is important to note that the model uncertainty is associated with a mathematical model of the considered problem. The mathematical model can be more general than the model in (2), e.g., the model output could be vector valued and more general models for the model uncertainty can be introduced.
Modeling of Structural Failure Modes and Reliability
Examples of ultimate limit state (ULS) modeling structural failure modes in wind turbine design are:
• Local or global buckling failure of tower • Fatigue failure of blade or details in substructure • Foundation failure by sliding For each of the failure modes it is assumed that a limit state equation can be formulated:
where x denote realizations of the stochastic variables X which includes physical, model, statistical and measurement uncertainties. Realizations of x where ( ) 0
The probability of failure for a failure mode described by a limit state equation
and can be estimated by simulation methods (crude Monte Carlo, Importance sampling, directional sampling, etc.) or by FORM/SORM methods where a reliability index β is determined and:
where ( ) Φ is the standard Normal distribution function, see e.g. [4] .
Recommendation of Target/Minimum Reliability Level
In probabilistic design the wind turbine design parameters z (e.g., cross-sectional geometrical parameters) are determined from the optimization problem:
is an objective function to be minimized, e.g., the weight or cost of the wind turbine/component,
is the reliability index for failure mode no i, min i β is the minimum acceptable reliability index for failure mode i and M is the number of failure modes to be checked. In addition to the constraints in (7) also simple bounds on the design parameters z and other practical, geometrical limits can be added. A similar optimization problem can be formulated if a systems reliability constraint is introduced. The minimum, target reliability level, min i β can be assessed based on, see e.g. [9, 11] :
• Cost benefit analysis, see below. The wind turbine design (including decisions on strategy for operation and maintenance) is optimized such that a minimum of all costs minus benefits is obtained. The corresponding reliability levels for different components can be used to assess min i β .
• The Life Quality Index (LQI) concept can be used to assess the minimum acceptable reliability level in case wind turbine failure implies risk of loss of human lives, see below.
Further, experience from well-functioning wind turbines and statistical analysis of reported failures should be used to assess and verify the required reliability level.
Assessment of the reliability analysis using cost-benefit analyses can be made in different ways. Here it is assumed for simplicity that one wind turbine is considered, and that the wind turbine is systematically rebuilt in case of failure. The main design variables are denoted
, e.g., diameter and thickness of tower and main dimensions of blades. The initial (fabrication) costs are denoted ( )
, the direct failure costs are F C , the benefits per year (income from production of electricity) are b, and the real rate of interest is r. Failure events are modeled by a Poisson process with failure rate λ. The probability of failure is ( )
, and the failure rate is then
The optimal design can be determined from the following optimization problem [12] based on maximizing the total discounted expected benefits minus costs (cost benefit analysis):
where C 0 is the reference initial cost of corresponding to a reference design z 0 . The optimal design z* is determined by the solution to (8) . The corresponding probability of failure, ( ) * z F P can be considered the optimal probability of failure related to the failure event and the actual cost-benefit ratios used. The failure rate λ and probability of failure can be estimated for the considered failure event, if a limit state equation, ( )
, and a stochastic model for the stochastic variables,
, are established. If more than one failure event is critical, then a series-parallel system model of the relevant failure modes can be used, see below.
The life quality index (LQI) can be used quantify what is necessary and what is affordable for a society to invest into risk reduction. The life quality index is a function of the gross domestic product, the life expectancy at birth and the fraction of time necessary to raise the gross national product by work. If marginal changes are considered an acceptability criterion from a societal point of view can be formulated. If wind turbine failure implies a risk of human lives then LQI principle implies a minimum acceptable reliability level which can be obtained from the acceptability criteria, see [9, 11] :
where Δ G is the societal value of a statistical life (related to the gross national product per capita), k is the probability of being killed in or by the facility in case of failure and PE N is the number of people exposed to the failure. Based on the acceptability criteria a reliability constraint to the optimization problem in (8) can be formulated. Offshore wind turbines are characterized by a very low risk of human injury in case of failure when compared to onshore wind turbines, and to civil engineering structures in general. The acceptability criteria in (9) is then not relevant and the minimum reliability level for structural design can be assessed on the basis of reliability-based cost optimization in (8) considering the whole lifecycle of the turbines.
It is noted that different failure modes/components can have different target/minimum reliability levels since the marginal cost of safety measures (marginal costs of increasing the reliability at the design stage) and the consequences of failure can be different, see [13] .
System Aspects
Generally a structural reliability model for the whole wind turbine system will consist of m failure modes each modeling a sequence of element failures. This can be modeled by a series system of parallel systems. If the failure events/elements in failure mode no i are described by m i limit state equations
, the probability of failure of the whole system is given by:
Methods to estimate the system probability of failure are described in e.g. [4, 5] . Another aspect of system reliability is design principles related to 'damage tolerant design' and 'robustness'. The damage tolerant design (fail safe) design philosophy requires that the structure is able to withstand damage due to e.g. fatigue, corrosion and accidental damage at probable locations. Further, it is assumed that a maintenance program is implemented that will result in detection and repair of the damage before such damage degrades structural strength below an acceptable limit, see e.g. [14] .
Structural robustness can be defined as 'a structure shall be designed and executed in such a way that it will not be damaged by events such as explosion, impact, and the consequences of human errors, to an extent disproportionate to the original cause', see [15] . Assessment of robustness starts by consideration and modelling of exposures (EX) that can cause damage to the components of the wind turbine. The term "exposures" refers to extreme values of design loads, accidental loads and deterioration processes but also includes human errors in the design, execution and use of the structure. The term "damage" refers to reduced performance or failure of individual components of the system. After the exposure event occurs, the components of the structural system either remain in an undamaged state ( D ) as before or change to a damage state (D). Each damage state can then either lead to the failure of the structure (F) or no failure ( F ).
Consequences are associated with each of the possible damage and failure scenarios, and are classified as either direct (C dir ) or indirect (C ind ). Direct consequences are considered to result from damage states of individual component(s). Indirect consequences are incurred due to loss of system functionality or failure and can be attributed to lack of robustness [9, 16] .
The basic framework for risk analysis is based on the following equation where risk contributions from local damages (direct consequences) and comprehensive damages (follow-up/indirect consequences) are added, see [16] : (11) where C dir,ij is the consequence (cost) of damage (local failure) D j due to exposure EX i , C ind,ij is the consequence (cost) of comprehensive damages (indirect) S k given local damage D j due to exposure EX i , P(EX i ) is the probability of exposure EX i , P(D j |EX i ) is the probability of damage D j given exposure EX i and P(S k |...) is the probability of comprehensive damages S k given local damage D j due to exposure EX i . The first term ( ) ( )
express the probability of a local damage D j considering all exposures. The second term
express the probability of comprehensive damage S k considering all exposures and local damages.
The optimal design (decision) is the one minimizing the sum of costs of mitigating measures and the total risk R. A detailed description of the theoretical basis for risk analysis can be found in [9] . It is noted that an important step in the risk analysis is to define the system and the system boundaries.
The total probability of comprehensive damages/collapse associated to (11) is:
where ( )
is the probability of collapse (comprehensive damage) given local damage j D due to exposure i EX . Note that compared to (11) only one comprehensive damage state (collapse) is included in (12) . From Equation (12) it is obvious that the probability of collapse can be reduced by: If the consequences are included in a risk analysis then also reduction of direct (local) consequences, C dir,ij and comprehensive (indirect) consequences, C ind,ij are important. It is noted that increasing the robustness at the design stage will in many cases only increase the cost of the structure marginallythe key point is often to use a reasonable combination of a suitable structural system and materials with a ductile behaviour, if possible. In other cases increased robustness will influence the cost of the structural system.
For wind turbines examples of exposures are extreme wind conditions (e.g., hurricanes), human errors in design, fabrication and operation; examples of local damages are defect(s) in a blade, failure of a welded detail.
Robustness can in general be increased by increased redundancy through mechanically load sharing and statistical parallel system effects, ductility of failure modes and reducing the probabilities of the exposures by protecting the wind turbine to (unforeseen) incidents and securing a good quality control in all phases.
Bayesian Statistical Methods
When new information from tests and observations become available they can be used to update the stochastic models and the estimates of the reliability (probability of failure). The new information can consists of:
1. Observation of events described by one or more stochastic variables. The observation can be modeled by an event margin. Updated/conditional probabilities of failure can then be estimated. • Inspection or monitoring events such as inspection of cracks. The event margin can include measurement uncertainty and the reliability of the inspection method.
• Proof loading where a well defined load is applied to the wind turbine and the level of damage is observed.
• No-failure events where the observation that the wind turbine/component considered is well-functioning after some time in use.
These observations can be modeled by inequality events { } H ≤ 0 or equality events } 0 { = H . If inequality events are used the updated probability of failure is estimated by:
For equality events the updated probability of failure can be estimated as described in [17, 18] 
see e.g. [8, 19] . The posterior, updated stochastic model is denoted ( )
. The predictive, updated stochastic model for X is:
By use of Bayesian techniques, both the physical uncertainty related to the considered variable as well as the statistical uncertainty related to the model parameters can be quantified and engineering judgment can be incorporated.
Bayesian statistical methods can in a similar way be used for uncertainty quantities in regression models used e.g. to model spatial variability in e.g. soil strength or blade strength parameters, see [20] .
Framework for Integrated Uncertainty Modeling in Wind Turbine Design
In design of wind turbines information on uncertainties are obtained in all phases of the design process and should be used in combination with the mathematical models of the failure modes to improve the reliability of the design and possibly decrease costs. In Sections 3 and 4 a mathematical model and corresponding limit state equation for the failure modes are introduced. The following information sources can be integrated:
• Coupon tests with basic material and measurements of climatic parameters performed at an early stage of the design process can be used to update the statistical description of the physical variables X using Bayesian methods, see Section 7.
• Tests and measurements of response parameters from prototype and 0-series wind turbine(s) and wind turbine parts/components (e.g., blades or drive train) can be used to update the model uncertainties associated with the mathematical models for the wind turbine behavior and failure modes. Bayesian methods can be used to update both physical and model uncertainties, see Section 7. When updating the model uncertainties it is assumed that the physical uncertainties are measured (or are known) such that the methods described in Section 3 can be used. The test results are often of the 'event' type, e.g., no failure of a wind turbine blade. It is noted that usually only a very limited number of prototypes or wind turbines parts (e.g., blades) are tested in full-scale implying a significant statistical uncertainty.
• When the wind turbine is in series production and many wind turbines are in operation then continuous condition monitoring of various parameters can be used to update physical and model uncertainties, and to decrease the statistical uncertainties. This information can be used to update/modify the design of new wind turbines of the same type, as information (prior knowledge) to development of new wind turbines, and as decision basis for possible life time extension (especially relevant for offshore wind turbines). Again the Bayesian methods described in Section 7 can be used to handle the information in a rational way.
Example-Optimal Reliability Level
This example is based on a simplified model for local buckling failure of an offshore wind turbine support structures in shallow waters. The limit state functions and the economy model for the following example are described more detailed in [21] .
As an example consider the failure mode local buckling of tower. The limit state equation is written:
where h is the rotor height. The resistance is:
and the load effect is:
where D and t are diameter and thickness of the tower. The other parameters are described in Table 1 where variables denoted X with some subscript are model uncertainties.
The following design variables are used: radius of foundation, R; diameter of tower, D; thickness of tower, t. The representative cost model consists of initial costs, failure costs, and benefits. The initial costs are modeled by contributions from foundation, turbine and others: Using this simple, but representative cost model the optimum design is determined based on (8). The results show that the corresponding optimal reliability level for offshore wind turbines related to structural failure corresponds to annual probabilities of failure equal to 2 × 10 −4 -10 −3 , corresponding to reliability indices in the interval 3.0-3.5. This reliability level is significantly lower than for civil engineering structures in general, but is of the same level as can be estimated from reported structural failures of wind turbines, see e.g. [22] where failure rates for blades are described. Further, this reliability level also corresponds to the reliability used to calibrate partial safety factors in the IEC 61400-1 [23] , and IEC 61400-3 [24] , standards, see [25, 26] where the stochastic model in Table 1 has been used.
Example-Statistical Modeling Using Test Results
This example on fatigue models for composite materials in wind turbine blades illustrates how physical, statistical and model uncertainties can be obtained on basis of test results using the models and techniques describes in Sections 2 and 3, see also [27] .
The Miner rule for linear damage accumulation is recommended in [23] for modeling fatigue in composite materials in wind turbine blades even though the model is subject to significant uncertainty. The uncertainties in the damage accumulation based on Miners rule can be divided in three parts:
• Physical uncertainty on the SN-curves.
• Statistical uncertainty on the SN-curves due to a limited number of tests.
• Model uncertainty related to Miners rule.
The physical uncertainty on the SN-curves is due to the natural inherent uncertainty in the material-which cannot be reduced. The statistical uncertainty can be reduced by performing additional fatigue tests and the model uncertainty can in principle be reduced by adopting a better model.
Constant amplitude and variable amplitude fatigue tests are available in the OptiDAT database [28] for geometry R04 MD (MultiDirectional laminate). This geometry has been selected because many fatigue tests are performed with this geometry. For composite materials the mean stress can have a significant influence on the fatigue properties. This is taken into account by estimation of SN-curves for different R-ratios and arranging these in a constant life diagram. The R-ratio is defined by:
where min σ and max σ are minimum and maximum stresses in a stress cycle respectively. A linear SN-curve model is used: (19) where N F is the number of cycles to failure, σ Δ is the stress range and ε models the lack of fit and is Table 2 shows the estimated parameters in the SN-curves for different R-ratios with run-outs taken into account. The results show that log K and ε σ can be assumed uncorrelated. It is noted that ε σ represents the physical uncertainty and that 
where N C is the number of stress cycles with stress ranges where Δ is a stochastic variable modeling the model uncertainty. Table 3 shows the variable fatigue tests performed and listed together with the estimated mean μ Δ , standard deviation, σ Δ and coefficient of variation, COV Δ . The results show that except for the Wisper spectrum the estimated mean accumulated damage at failure is significantly below one and that the coefficients of variations are quite high. It is noted that the uncertainty for fatigue damage accumulation often is modeled by a Lognormal distribution in order to avoid negative values of Miners rule. In summary this example illustrated how the following types of uncertainty can be modeled:
• Physical uncertainty is modeled by ε (Normal distributed) • Statistical uncertainty is modeled by K log and ε σ (Normal distributed) • Model uncertainty is modeled by Δ (LogNormal distributed)
Conclusions
A probabilistic basis is described for reliability-based design of wind turbines. Probabilistic methods can be used as decision tool for design of structural wind turbine components, thereby ensuring a more uniform and economic design than obtained by traditional design using standards such as the IEC 61400 series. The following aspects are described:
• Identification and selection of structural elements to be included in the probabilistic basis: e.g., blades, tower, substructure and foundation; • Identification and modeling by limit states of important failure modes;
• Stochastic models for the uncertain parameters;
• Recommendation of methods for estimation of the reliability;
• Recommendations for target reliability levels for the different groups of elements;
• Recommendation for considerations of system aspects and damage tolerant design.
An important aspect in obtaining wind turbine systems with high reliability and availability is to account for system reliability effects and to secure a system that is robust to unexpected incidents and errors. The application of a general framework for structural, risk-based robustness assessment to wind turbine systems is presented.
It is described how uncertainties in wind turbine design related to integrated design using computational models, statistical data from small (coupon) test specimens, results from a few full-scale tests and from prototype wind turbines can be accounted for using the Maximum Likelihood Method and a Bayesian approach. Further, this includes incorporation of site specific information on climatic parameters.
